
Seafood Cooking Tips 

Some say fish is difficult to cook. Believe us, it's not. Here are some tips to help make it easy 
 

How Much to Buy 

 
Feel free to talk to our clerks about your specific purchase. They can provide helpful 
guidelines for preparing your seafood. Here is a general guideline to follow: 

 whole or round fish: 3/4 pound per person  
 dressed or cleaned fish: 1/2 pound per person  
 fillets or steaks: 1/3 pound per person  

When is it Done? 

 
Cook your seafood according to the "10 minutes per inch" rule, based on the maximum 
thickness of the fish. For example, a one-inch thick fish fillet should be done after 10 minutes of 
cooking time. Here are some other tips to help you determine when your seafood is ready to 
eat. 

 Seafood steaks and thick fillets should be turned over halfway through the cooking 
time. Fish less than 1/2" thick do not need to be turned.  

 Fillets should be placed skin side down - the skin will remove easily after cooking.  
 If fillets are rolled or stuffed, measure at the thickest point to determine cooking time.  
 Add five minutes to the overall cooking time for fish that is covered in a sauce or is 

wrapped in foil.  
 Double your cooking time if starting with un-thawed frozen fish.  
 In general, fish is done when the flesh changes from translucent to opaque or white 

and is firm but still moist. It should flake easily with a fork.  
 For a foolproof method of testing for doneness, use an instant-read thermometer 

inserted into the thickest part of the fish. The fish is ready when it reaches 140°F 
(60°C).  

 Cook shrimp for approximately 4 to 6 minutes, until they turn pink and opaque 
throughout. Do not overcook as they will become tough.  

 Cook scallops for approximately 4 to 6 minutes, until they turn opaque all the way 
through.  

Cooking Methods 

 
Grilling 
Place steaks or fillets on an oiled grill over medium-hot coals. 
Cover and cook without turning, or if left uncovered, turn halfway 
through the cooking time. 
 
Broiling 
Place steaks or fillets in a broiling pan and brush with marinade. 
Broil 3 to 6 inches from heat, basting frequently and turning steaks 
halfway through cooking. 
 
Poaching 



Simmer fillets or steaks in a stock, using a pan with a lid to retain heat. Turning is not 
necessary. Baste occasionally by spooning stock over fish. 
 
Pan Sautéing 
Heat a small amount of marinade or oil in a heavy skillet. For steaks or fillets over 1/2" thick, 
turn halfway through cooking time. 
 
Baking 
Preheat oven to 450°F. Bake uncovered, basting if desired. 

 


